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Abstract. A square geometry for the diaphragm of microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) tunable lenses
with circular pupils is often used. This square diaphragm introduces aberrations that would not be present
for a circular diaphragm and the question arises of whether it could be advantageous to also consider other
than circular geometries for the pupil. To investigate this question, we have extended a previously established
modeling framework for piezoelectrically actuated MEMS tunable lenses to devices with general polygonal-
shaped pupils. It models the static optoelectromechanical coupling for symmetric configurations based on
laminated-plate theory, linear piezoelectricity, and ray tracing. The framework helps to find geometrical param-
eters that give a diffraction-limited tunable lens with a minimum F -number. The tunable lens’ optical performance
and its focusing capability, alone and in combination with a fixed lens, were calculated in terms of object dis-
tances and actuation voltages. Using the modeling framework, we show that the modulation transfer function of
the tunable lens and the fixed lens combination remains the same up to a �10- deg field of view after voltage
adjustment to refocus on near objects. In addition, we found that pupil masking of the tunable lens can provide a
beneficial tradeoff between the lens dioptric power and its RMS wavefront error. © The Authors. Published by SPIE under a
Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License. Distribution or reproduction of this work in whole or in part requires full attribution of the original
publication, including its DOI. [DOI: 10.1117/1.OE.56.3.035104]
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1 Introduction
An autofocus mechanism, which allows image capturing
with sharp details, has become an essential feature in mobile-
device cameras. The conventional macroscale technologies,
such as voice-coil motors1 and ultrasonic motors,2 are
currently used to tune the focus in commercial lens systems.
Nevertheless, microelectromechanical systems-(MEMS)-
based tunable focus lenses are recently trending in provid-
ing low-power microscale solutions with faster scanning
rates over the focusing range.3–8 MEMS autofocus lenses
have no sliding parts within the camera housing, consume
less power during focus adjustment, and cause no loss
in the field of view, as compared to the conventional
technologies.

The microscale technologies provide two ways to tune
focus through modifying either the medium’s effective
refractive index or the interface slope between two refractive
media. Liquid crystal lenses use a controllable electric field
to reorient liquid-crystal molecules to create a spatially vary-
ing refractive index that converges or diverges the light rays.3

Tunable microfluidic lenses4,5 control pressure in a liquid
trapped in a fluidic cavity to deform the cavity’s top surface.
One tunable liquid lens uses the electrowetting phenomena
to make the interface between two polar liquids convex or
concave.6 Piezoelectrically actuated lenses deform a trans-
parent membrane between two refractive media. These media
can be air and a fluid,7 or air and a polymer as in the
TLens case.8

The aforementioned tunable lenses can be a unit lens in
tunable-focus microlens arrays.9 These arrays are multifocus
systems that provide depth sense needed for space percep-
tion in 3-D imaging systems.10 Moreover, they practically
grant real-time image acquisition in coherent anti-Stokes
Raman scattering spectroscopy.11 Each unit cell could have
different pupil geometries, such as a circle,4 a hexagon,12 or
a square.13 A unit lens’ pupil shape affects the resolution of
the reconstructed object done by integral photography.14

In this article, we focus our attention on the optical per-
formance of piezoelectrically actuated MEMS tunable lenses
with differently shaped pupils. We use a modeling frame-
work to predict their static optoelectromechanical perfor-
mance. The first part of this framework is to model the
static electromechanical performance based on variational
methods introduced in a previous work.15 For verification of
the electromechanical model, we compare the lens displace-
ment from the variational solutions against the finite element
method (FEM). The The second part is to quantitatively
investigate the tunable lens’s optical performance using
ray tracing by analyzing its F-number (F#), RMS wavefront
error (RMSWFE), and modulation transfer function (MTF).
The MTF response of the tunable lens in combination with
a fixed lens16 remains essentially the same for a ±10-deg
field-of-view (FOV) when the object is located at different
distances after actuation voltage adjustment. Beyond that
FOV, the MTF response is degraded due to the tunable lens’
off-axis aberrations. In addition, we have explored pupil
masking for actuators with different pupil geometries and
found that it provides tradeoffs between the lens dioptric
power 1∕f and RMSWFE for a 45-deg rotated square pupil,
especially with larger aperture areas.
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2 Principle of Operation
The MEMS tunable lenses that we study here bend a trans-
parent diaphragm by piezoelectric actuation to modify the
interface slope between air and a polymer8 or air and a
fluid.7 The paraxial approximation of the focal length f for
a thin planoconvex lens with radius of curvature R and refrac-
tive index nmedium is expressed as f ¼ R∕ðnmedium − 1Þ. The
lens shown in Fig. 1 consists of four elements: a piezoelectric
actuator, a thin transparent glass layer, a soft polymer gel (or
fluid), and a transparent thicker glass layer as substrate.
Applying a DC voltage Vp causes an inplane contraction
in the piezoelectric stack and the flexible thin glass layer
deforms upwards. As shown in Fig. 1, the soft polymer
(or fluid) upper surface deforms in the same manner from
a plane surface (rest position) to a refractive surface (at
focus position). Thus, based on object location, the focus
can be tuned by adjusting the actuation voltage Vp. This tun-
able lens can be combined with a fixed-focal-length optical
system (e.g., a smartphone camera) for adjusting the overall

focal length based on the object distance from the photo-
graphing device.

Figure 2 shows a planar view of symmetric actuator con-
figurations for tunable lenses with different pupil geometries.
Each of them is mounted on a clamped square diaphragm
with a side length a ¼ 3 mm. A geometrical parameter γ for
each pupil’s actuator is defined as the ratio Lr∕a, where Lr is
the reference dimension marked by red arrows in Fig. 2.
Specifically, in case 6, Lr equals its circular opening diameter
2c. For all study cases, the light passes only through the pupil
opening area.

3 Electromechanical Modeling and Simulations

3.1 Variational Formulation and its Solutions

In a previous research work,15 we have developed a varia-
tional formulation based on the classical laminated plate
theory, linear piezoelectricity, quasielectrostatic conditions,
and a thin film approximation. Originally, it was used to pre-
dict the displacement profile of the transparent membrane in
case 6 [refer to Fig. 2(f)] taking into account the complicated
geometry of its piezoelectric actuator. However, this varia-
tional formulation can be amended to predict the deformation
caused by piezoelectric actuators with arbitrary openings.
Here, we limit our concern to the polygonal-shaped open-
ings, as in cases 1 to 5 shown in Fig. 2.

The variational method involves a minimization of an
energy functional to find an approximate solution to the
membrane displacement in the z-direction w0. This displace-
ment is approximated by a variational solution wN that is
written as a linear combination of N2 basis functions
ΦmnðX; YÞ, such as

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e001;326;400w0ðX; Y; 0Þ ≈ wNðX; Y; 0Þ ¼
XN−1

m¼0

XN−1

n¼0

CmnΦmnðX; YÞ; (1)

Fig. 1 Schematic view showing tunable lens’s principle of operation;
both at rest position when V p ¼ 0 and at focus when V p is nonzero.
(Adapted with permission from Ref. 15, OSA).

Fig. 2 Planar view of possible study cases of piezoelectrically actuated tunable lenses. A clamped
square diaphragm with: (a) square, (b) 45-deg rotated square, (c) hexagonal, (d) octagonal, (e) 22.5-
deg rotated octagonal, and (f) circular pupils. The red arrows indicate the reference dimension Lr for
each pupil.
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where Cmn are coefficients to be determined. Weighted
Gegenbauer polynomials were chosen as basis functions in
order to satisfy the clamped boundary conditions of zero
deflection and zero slope along the diaphragm edges.15

In addition, they are orthogonal and easily mapped to
Zernike polynomials, which suits an optical representation
of wavefronts. For case 6, with all γ values of interest, we
have previously found that N ¼ 28 is sufficient to obtain

less than 10% l2 relative error norm when comparing the
displacement from the variational solution against FEM.15

This observation still holds for the other polygonal-shaped
pupils.

Due to the mirror symmetries of the lens, we will only
consider the even Gegenbauer polynomials, i.e., only func-
tions where both indices m and n are even. The first four
even polynomials can be expressed as follows:

Fig. 3 Displacement profiles in xz-plane from FEM simulations and the variational solutions (N ¼ 28) for
a clamped square diaphragm with (a) square, (b) 45-deg rotated square, (c) hexagonal, (d) octagonal,
(e) 22.5-deg rotated octagonal, and (f) circular pupils at different γ ratios with V p ¼ −10V.
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EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e002;63;752Φ00 ¼ ð1 − X2Þ2ð1 − Y2Þ2; (2)

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e003;63;731Φ20 ¼
9

2
ð11X2 − 1Þð1 − X2Þ2ð1 − Y2Þ2; (3)

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e004;63;695Φ02 ¼
9

2
ð11Y2 − 1Þð1 − X2Þ2ð1 − Y2Þ2; (4)

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e005;63;660Φ22 ¼
81

4
ð11Y2 − 1Þð11X2 − 1Þð1 − X2Þ2ð1 − Y2Þ2: (5)

Using weighted Gegenbauer basis functions to minimize
the energy functional amounts to solving the linear system of
equations:

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e006;326;719½Rmnpq�½Cmn� ¼ ½Fpq�; (6)

where ½Rmnpq� and ½Fpq� are, respectively, the linear stiffness
matrix and the effective force matrix and can be expressed as
integrals (see Ref. 15 for further details). The flexural rigidity
varies over the diaphragm due to the difference in layer struc-
tures between the actuator and the pupil areas. We follow the
same modeling procedure as before except that the flexural
rigidity expressions [Eq. (9) in Ref. 15] are put in a more
general form:

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e007;326;604D�
ij ¼ Dgl

ij þDp
ijζ̄ðX; YÞ; (7)

where Dgl
ij is the flexural rigidity for the glass layer only, and

Dp
ij is for the piezoelectric layer including the piezoelectric

coupling within the piezoelectric material. X ¼ x∕ða∕2Þ and
Y ¼ y∕ða∕2Þ are the normalized Cartesian coordinates. The
complementary pupil function ζ̄ðX; YÞ is 0 over the opening
and 1 elsewhere. From Eq. (7), the quantities D�

ij vary over
the plate due to the difference in layer structure between the
lens pupil and the actuator areas. The function ζ̄ serves as an
integration mask in Eq. (7) allowing numerical calculations
of the variational integrals to treat various pupil geometries
on the same footing.

3.2 Variational Solutions versus Finite Element
Method Simulations

In the analyzed study cases, we have used the same material
and structure dimensions for the square diaphgram and the
piezoelectric actuator stack as in Ref. 15. We have consid-
ered a {100}-textured PbZr0.53Ti0.47O3 thin film17 as the
piezoelectric material and glass as the transparent layer. The
PZT layer is 2 μm thick and has a 100-nm bottom electrode
from Pt {100} grown on 10-nm thick Ti∕TiO2 adhesion
layers. Platinum electrodes and adhesion layers are neglected
in calculations due to their small thicknesses compared to
both glass and PZT layers.

For electromechanical simulations, the γ values are
varied from 0.1 to 0.9 for all pupils except for the square
openings whose values were varied from 0.1 to 0.7. Beyond
γ ¼ 1∕

ffiffiffi
2

p
, the case-2 square pupil will cross the diaphragm

Fig. 4 (a) Tunable lens arrangement for on-axis optical simulations.
(b) Reciprocal F# and (c) RMSWFE versus the area factor Af for dif-
ferent pupils using variational solutions and FEM simulations, all with
V p ¼ −10 V and λ ¼ 550 nm.

Table 1 Optimum γ�v and γ�FEM corresponding to minimum F# for
variational solutions and FEM simulations, respectively. The Af ,
F#, and RMSWFE correspond to γ�FEM values for tunable lens with
polygonal and circular pupils at V p ¼ −10 V.

Pupil γ�v γ�FEM Af F# RMSWFE (waves)

1 0.51 0.5 0.25 143.96 0.1183

2 0.5 0.49 0.24 146.93 0.1009

3 0.64 0.61 0.24 134.51 0.0505

4 0.57 0.55 0.25 129.43 0.0155

5 0.58 0.55 0.25 129.35 0.0168

6 0.59 0.57 0.26 129.04 0.0137
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boundaries. Figure 3 shows how the variational solutions
(with N ¼ 28) for all cases match with FEM simulations.
Thus, they qualitatively provide good prediction for deflec-
tion to be used subsequently in optical simulations. The pre-
sented modeling framework provides a fast tool, compared to
FEM, to perform optimization and exploration of different
materials, layer thicknesses, and pupil geometries. For exam-
ple, on our computer (Intel i7-4940MX, 3.1 GHz, 64-bit OS),
the software package MATLAB18 solves Eq. (6) in 1.3 s
while it takes 1.5 min to solve the corresponding problem
with FEM (using COMSOL Multiphysics v4.419).

4 Optical Performance using Ray Tracing Analysis
We perform ray tracing analysis using Zemax,20 an optical
simulation tool. Both the glass and polymer (or fluid) layers
have a refractive index equal to 1.5 and are assumed to have a
unit optical amplitude transmittance within the visible light
range. In the ray-tracing analysis, parallel rays uniformly
illuminate the tunable lens’ entrance pupil opening, which is
set as a stop surface limiting the ray bundle entering the lens.
For polygonal-shaped pupils, a “user defined aperture”20

was used to limit light rays to the polygonal-shaped pupil
area only. In Zemax, the simulated ray bundle diameter was

Table 2 First six dominant aberrations at the exit pupil and their percentage for study cases with optimum value γ�FEM.

γ 1 2 3 4 5 6

Case 1 0.5 Z 2
4 14.79 Z 2

2 14.75 Z 4
4 12.35 Z 6

6 10.23 Z 2
6 9.52 Z 0

2 5.43

Case 2 0.49 Z 0
0 32.26 Z 4

4 28.03 Z 0
2 22.43 Z 0

4 5.1 Z 4
6 3.75 Z 0

6 2.78

Case 3 0.61 Z 0
0 67.2 Z 0

2 17.27 Z 4
4 3.84 Z 6

6 3.89 Z 12
12 2.8 Z 0

4 1.18

Case 4 0.55 Z 4
4 42.64 Z 8

8 31.61 Z 0
0 18.11 Z 0

2 6.81 Z 4
6 0.3 Z 16

16 0.21

Case 5 0.55 Z 4
4 45.84 Z 8

8 31.73 Z 0
0 15.89 Z 0

2 5.87 Z 4
6 0.25 Z 16

16 0.24

Case 6 0.57 Z 4
4 99.18 Z 4

6 0.5 Z 0
0 0.23 Z 0

2 0.06 Z 2
2 0.01 Z 8

8 8.8 × 10−4

Pupil-masked case 2 γ ¼ 0.7 , γop ¼ 0.7 Z 4
4 45.14 Z 4

6 43.65 Z 8
8 5.49 Z 0

0 4.23 Z 0
2 1.4 Z 8

10 0.04

Case 6 0.7 Z 4
4 97.8 Z 4

6 1.41 Z 0
0 0.53 Z 0

2 0.17 Z 8
8 4 × 10−3 Z 2

2 9.14 × 10−4

Fig. 5 Wavefront error map using exit pupil shape for (a) square, (b) 45-deg rotated square, (c) hexago-
nal, (d) octagonal, (e) 22.5-deg rotated octagonal, and (f) circular pupils with optimum γ�FEM values at
V p ¼ −10 V.
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set equal to the polygon’s circumscribed circle diameter
γopa, where γop is the ratio of the simulated optical ray bun-
dle diameter to the diaphragm side a. Based on the physical
pupil geometry, it is defined as
EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e008;63;708

γop ¼
( Lp

a sinðπ∕pÞ Polygonal − shaped pupil

γ ¼ 2c
a Circular pupil

; (8)

where Lp is the polygon side length, p is the number of
polygonal sides, and 2c is the diameter of the circular pupil.
In the following, whenever we use the term “focal length,”
we mean the distance from the lens’ flat face to the
minimum on-axis spot. We do not use the paraxial approxi-
mation to calculate the focal length.

4.1 Design Criterion: Minimum F#

A quantitative figure of merit for tunable lenses is the mini-
mum achievable F# with acceptable RMSWFE. For all
the study cases, we calculate F-number using an effective
equation:

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e009;63;519F# ¼ fffiffiffiffiffiffi
4
π A

q ; (9)

where f is the focal length and A is the pupil area. Figure 4(a)
shows the arrangement used in Zemax to determine the focal
length and RMSWFE for the tunable lens. We imported
a 512 × 512 point grid of the lens’ surface sag from
variational solutions and FEM simulations for comparison.
Using the modeling framework, we search for the geomet-
rical parameter γ that minimizes the F-number. For a fair
comparison, we compare different lenses at the same pupil
area to capture the same amount of light. The area of each
polygon is Af × a2, where Af is an area factor defined as
follows:
EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e010;63;346

Af ¼

8>>>><
>>>>:

γ2 Cases 1 and 2

3
ffiffiffi
3

p
γ2∕8 Case 3

2γ2∕ð1þ ffiffiffi
2

p Þ Cases 4 and 5

πγ2∕4 Case 6

: (10)

Figures 4(b) and 4(c) show deviations between optical
performance from variational solutions and FEM simulations
due to the relatively small errors in profiles shown in Fig. 3.
F# simulations show small deviations, but RMSWFE simu-
lations suffer from larger deviations due to having the error in
displacements comparable to the wavelength. Nevertheless,
the optical parameters from variational solutions show the
same trends as the FEM results. In addition, optimum values
of the variational solutions γ�v are very near to the optimum
values of FEM simulations γ�FEM, as shown in Table 1. The
circular pupil (γ�FEM ¼ 0.57) achieves the minimum F# of
129 among all cases with an RMSWFE of 0.0137 waves.
In addition, it has the largest aperture area, which allows
a wider ray bundle to be captured by the lens.

Table 2 lists the first six dominant aberrations and their
percentage ratio k2mn∕

P
i;jk

2
ij for each actuator case, where

kmn is a coefficient of Zernike polynomial Zm
n evaluated at

the exit pupil. For γ�FEM values, as shown in Fig. 5, the

on-axis wavefront error map differs based on the pupil geom-
etries. The error maps display the combined symmetries of
the square-diaphragm with the differently shaped pupils. It is
evident that case 6 is dominated, with weight 99%, by the
Zernike-quadrafoil aberration Z4

4 that results from clamping
conditions at the four edges. A point of interest for the
circular pupil case is that a single Zernike aberration can be
easily corrected to minimize the RMSWFE,21 when com-
pared to other pupils.

Figure 6(a) shows that the achievable diopteric power is
nearly 4.5 diopter with optimum geometrical parameters
as the voltage is varied from 0 to −10 V. The voltage was
limited to −10 V to comply with the assumptions that the
deflection is mainly due to bending and that nonlinear cou-
pling is insignificant. All cases suffer from a wavefront error
whose RMS value depends linearly on the voltage, as shown
in Fig. 6(b). This linear dependency is due to having the
displacement profiles, by assumption, linearly dependent
on voltage. The introduced RMSWFEs in cases 3 to 6 are
very small compared to the threshold value λ∕14 defined by
Maréchal’s criterion to judge whether the performance is
diffraction-limited or not.22
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Fig. 6 (a) Lens dioptric power 1∕f and (b) RMSWFE versus the
applied voltage on the piezoelectric stack with optimum γ values
for all tunable lens cases.
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4.2 Tunable Lens Combined with a Fixed Lens

To study the tunable lens at the system level, such as for
smartphone camera application, we combine it with a fixed
lens, as shown in Fig. 7(a). Their combination enable us to
put an object at different focus positions from the camera,
refocus by adjusting the actuation voltage on the tunable
lens, and calculate the overall MTF at the image plane.
Over the focusing range, it is desirable that the overall
MTF does not become worse than the MTF of the fixed
lens alone. The resolution of the captured image would be
consequentially independent of the object distance. For an
initial design, we picked a fixed lens16 that was designed
with constraints on F# and for aberration corrections in port-
able imaging devices. It had a focal length of 3.55 mm,

F-number of 2.2 and FOV of �78 deg. We have modified
the original design to have a focal length equal to 4 mm and
an opening diameter of 2 mm. The maximum FOV was kept
unchanged. The details of the modified design are summa-
rized in Table 3. For these optical simulations, we have
chosen the circularly shaped tunable lens that achieves the
minimum F# among all cases. It has an opening diameter
of 1.71 mm and achieves 22.1 cm focal length at −10 V.
However, their combination gives the best focus at a distance
36.8 cm instead due to the fixed lens’ own aberrations and
its influence on the minimum spot size distance.

Figure 7(b) shows the MTF of the fixed lens alone both
when the object is at infinity and when it is 368 mm away.
The MTF has dropped significantly for the closer object

Fig. 7 (a) Arrangement of the tunable lens with a fixed lens in Zemax for optical simulations. Sagittal and
(tangential) MTF for (b) the fixed lens alone without movement when the object is located at infinity and
368 mm at different field points on the image plane (coordinates are given in mm in legends). MTF for
the tunable lens with circular pupil and the fixed lens when the object is located away (c) 1103 mm,
(d) 552 mm, and (e) 368 mm.
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because of the larger defocus term Z0
2 in the wavefront error.

Combining the fixed lens with the circularly shaped tunable
lens will preserve the MTF performance from significant
degradation over a range of object distances after refocusing,
as shown in Figs. 7(c) to 7(e). The tunable lens keeps
the MTF nearly the same at different object positions.
However, a closer look at the combined MTF shows that
the performance is diffraction limited up to the field point
(0, 0.6839 mm) that corresponds to a �10- deg FOV.
Beyond that angle, the MTF drops due to the tunable
lens’ off-axis aberrations. For a larger FOV, a simultaneous
redesign of the tunable and fixed lens would be helpful to
compensate for the dominant aberration.

4.3 Lens Dioptric Power and RMSWFE Tradeoff:
Pupil Masking

Pupil masking can affect a lens’ figure of merits, such as
RMSWFE, dioptric lens power 1∕f, pupil area, resolution,
and contrast. Thus, it can be used as a design degree of free-
dom to make tradeoffs. Therefore, we have explored mask-
ing the polygonal-shaped pupils by a circular mask. This can
be done during device fabrication by having the PZT stack’s
lower Pt electrode as a circular opening instead of having the
same polygonal shape as the rest of the PZT actuator layers,
such as in cases 1 to 6. Figure 8 shows a pupil-masked case 2
as an example. Light will only pass through the circular
opening in the lower Pt electrode layer. The pupil-masked

Table 3 Details of the modified fixed lens (dimensions are in mm).

Surface Radius Thickness (nd ,νd )
Semi-

diameter
Conic

constant 4th order 6th order 8th order 10th order 12th order

1a 1.856 0.782 (1.53, 56) 1 0.135 −7463 × 10−3 0.014 −0.022 0.014 −8.596 × 10−3

2 27.592 0.242 0.82 −624.814 3.773 × 10−3 −0.028 −7.137 × 10−3 −0.011 4.481 × 10−3

3 −138.585 0.194 (1.63, 23) 0.852 1.547 × 104 −0.017 −9.477 × 10−3 −0.014 −0.028 0.025

4 4.031 0.192 0.894 −23.018 0.013 3.336 × 10−3 −4.356 × 10−3 −0.01 0.014

5 5.22 0.722 (1.53, 56) 0.941 −46.639 −0.038 −0.019 −2.323 × 10−3 −5.511 × 10−3 2.537 × 10−3

6 −11.777 0.203 1.102 −222.236 −0.032 −0.027 2.195 × 10−3 −3.87 × 10−3 −1.822 × 10−3

7 −1.646 0.444 (1.53, 56) 1.104 −2.167 0.01 4.525 × 10−4 −6.106 × 10−3 8.394 × 10−5 −3.163 × 10−3

8 −1.08 0.149 1.194 −2.427 8.527 × 10−3 −3.672 × 10−3 4.695 × 10−3 −1.567 × 10−3 −1.71 × 10−3

9 −1.663 0.536 (1.63, 23) 1.4 −2.541 −0.023 −0.026 9.408 × 10−5 5.217 × 10−3 −3.87 × 10−3

10 −1.289 0.151 1.363 −1.364 −2.731 × 10−3 −6.671 × 10−3 −3.915 × 10−4 3.196 × 10−4 9.747 × 10−5

11 −4.461 1.018 (1.63, 23) 1.464 2.828 5.432 × 10−3 2.824 × 10−3 −1.815 × 10−3 4.151 × 10−4 −2.902 × 10−5

12 1.924 0.344 1.835 −6.748 −0.034 0.01 −1.865 × 10−3 1.542 × 10−4 −5.173 × 10−6

13 Inf 0.228 (1.52, 64.2) 1.846 — — — — — —

14 Inf 0.326 1.913 — — — — — —

IMA Inf 2.063 — — — — — —

aFixed lens’ aperture stop surface.

Fig. 8 (a) Planar view of pupil-masked case 2. (b) Cross-sectional view showing the 45-deg rotated
square actuator with its circular lower Pt electrode etched to form a circular pupil. The red arrow indicates
the reference dimension Lr for each pupil. The blue arrow indicates the diameter 2c for the circular
pupil opening in the lower Pt electrode.
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case 2 is now geometrically parametrized by two parameters:
γ for the piezoelectric actuator and γop for the circular open-
ing in the lower Pt electrode. γ still equals Lr∕a. However,
γop in this pupil-masked case 2 will follow the circular pupil
definition from Eq. (8), which equals 2c∕a (refer to Fig. 8).

We have neglected the effect of platinum and adhesion
layers on the lens displacement. Thus, for optical simula-
tions, we just do a parametric sweep on γop for each γ value.
The γop values are kept below Lp∕½a tanðπ∕pÞ�, which
corresponds to the polygon’s inscribed circle. As a result
of this parametric sweep, we get the scattering plots for
RMSWFE and 1∕f in Figs. 9(a) and 9(b).

We have picked case 6 as a reference since it achieves the
minimum F#, as previously discussed. We compare pupil-
masked case 2 versus case 6 with the same pupil opening
diameter in Figs. 9(a) and 9(b). It is evident that pupil-
masked case 2, compared to case 6, provides a tradeoff
between dioptric power and RMSWFE, specifically for large
apertures marked as red dots. They offer lower RMSWFE
but less dioptric power for large apertures when compared
to case 6. An example on tradeoff points is case 2 with
γ ¼ γop ¼ 0.7 that achieves f ¼ 389 mm and RMSWFE of
0.0133 waves. A comparable case 6 with γ ¼ 0.7 has the

same pupil diameter, achieves f ¼ 293 mm andRMSWFE ¼
0.0395 waves, which is a 1 diopter better 1∕f but 3.4 times
worse RMSWFE. Their wavefront error map is shown in
Fig. 10 and their dominant aberrations are listed in Table 2.

Exploring pupil masking for the other cases (1 and 3 to 6)
shows no benefits compared to case 6 without pupil masking.
All the explored cases give higher RMSWFE and lower
dioptric power than the reference case.

5 Conclusion
The modeling framework has been effectively used after an
amendment to predict the linear static optoelectromechanical
performance of complicated actuator configurations for pie-
zoelectrically actuated tunable lenses. Thus, it can be utilized
for the optimization of different material choices, layers
thicknesses, and pupil geometries to find the optimum geo-
metrical ratio γ that achieves the minimum F-number with
acceptable RMS wavefront error.

Among different pupil geometries, the tunable lens with
circular pupil has the widest aperture area with an area factor
0.26 compared to the square diaphragm area. It achieves
nearly 4.5 diopters with a 10-V voltage source and has an
RMS wavefront error less than the Maréchal’s criterion.
Its aberrations are 99% dominated by quadrafoil Zernike
aberration that can be easily balanced. Its MTF response
combined with a fixed lens remains unaffected for a
�10- deg FOV when the object is located at different distan-
ces after actuation voltage adjustment. Beyond the�10- deg,
the MTF response is degraded due to off-axis aberrations.
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Fig. 9 Scattering plots of (a) RMSWFE and (b) lens dioptric power 1∕f
with varying the ratios γop and γ, all with V p ¼ −10 V and λ ¼ 550 nm.

Fig. 10 Wavefront error map for (a) pupil-masked case 2 with γ ¼ 0.7
and γop ¼ 0.7. (b) Case 6 with γ ¼ 0.7.
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Pupil masking, for the actuator with a 45- deg rotated
square opening, achieves tradeoffs between lens dioptric
power and RMSWFE for larger apertures when compared
to the actuator with circular opening without pupil masking.
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